
One of the cornerstones of financial plan-
ning is creating a plan that makes use 

of the client contributing money to some 
type of account that may or may not make 
use of some type of qualified plan.  There 
are many different types of qualified plans 
that an advisor can design in the course of 
planning.  While each planner may have 
a different preference for various types 
of plans, one thing that they all have in 
common is that there need to be deposits 
or contributions made.  When a client is 
working, the approach is fairly obvious 
regardless of the plan.  The challenge for 

the planner is if the client can’t work due 
to an injury or sickness.   

By now we hope you are reviewing 
with your clients their game plan if the 
client can’t work and is disabled due to an 
extended sickness, extended recovery time 
from a disabling accident, or complete lack 
of recovery.  When buying regular disability 
insurance, the client can obtain a policy that 
can provide a monthly income.  In most 
cases, the disability insurance monthly ben-
efit will help your client pay for some, but 
rarely all, their expenses.  This is especially 
true with health insurance having large 
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deductibles and copays, not to mention the 
increase in most clients’ monthly expenses 
in general.  A client who doesn’t have a 
personal disability insurance policy, or plan 
to address this issue, can be a liability to 
themselves and the planner.  

I’m sure many of you have had conversa-
tions with clients that, in order for them to 
reach their financial planning goals, they 
need to save more money!  Even for your 
wealthy, cash flow heavy clients, what 
would happen to their plan if their income 
stopped due to an extended sickness or 
injury?  When cash flow stops, almost all 
clients go into financial lockdown and re-
evaluate their budgets. 

In financial planning, knowing when and 
how a client wants to retire is an essential 
part of the planning process.  Does the dis-
cussion extend into how a client is going to 
fund the retirement plan if the person gets 
disabled and can’t work?  There are a few 
companies that have a product that can help 
to support the plan you developed.     

There are different names for the prod-
uct, but essentially the goal of this type of 

DI product is to work above and beyond 
the regular individual disability insur-
ance.  This product’s main function is to 
not provide current income to the disabled 
client, but to replace, supplement, or create 
monthly deposits into a dedicated account 
that can be used at a certain future retire-
ment age.  Since the products may vary 
based on the company, it’s important to 
work with the company or MGA on the 
details of how the product may work.    

One popular product in the market 
will deposit up to $4,500 per month (over 
$50,00 a year) into a special account that 
can be invested.  When the disabled client 
turns age 65 or age 67, the funds would be 
available to the disabled client.  If a client 
is no longer disabled for a certain period of 
time before the end of the benefit period, 
or there are certain hardships, there may be 
the availability to have the funds released 
earlier.  Of course, please read the speci-
men contract and review the details with 
the company or MGA.  Also of note is that 
the monthly deposits are typically put into 
a non-qualified account by the insurance 
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company.  The tax treatment of these poli-
cies and benefits should be reviewed as well 
by the planner and the tax advisor.     

Another feature of these policies is that 
there can be more flexibility in the participa-
tion limits.  In some cases this policy can be 
obtained without the company taking into 
account the individual disability insurance 
limits.  This means that if you have a client 
who has already purchased all the tradi-
tional individual disability insurance, they 
may still be able to obtain this additional 
policy.   

If you work in the retirement planning 
marketplace, this is a disability product 
that may be an essential part of planning 
for your clients.  Ask yourself, “If my client 
can’t work, will the financial plan I devel-
oped still be able to be fulfilled?”  Most 
likely the answer will be no, and that’s 
why these products have been developed.  
What insurance products have you recom-
mended in the plans you developed for 
your client? 


